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View Full Version : ex VS ex. How does a ex compare to a ex? What I mean is I had a and it got
stolen. Im looking for a new one and have found a good deal on a ex stock. I have never rode a
ex and do not want to be unhappy. Ride the ex for about 5 minutes and your questions will be
answered. They are not even close. Originally posted by wistech Ride the ex for about 5 minutes
and your questions will be answered. They are a fine little quad but you won't want to step down
to one since you've already had a Very well said. The ex is better. The is good for messing
around on, but you will be disappointed after a few days of riding it. A ex is just like a with just
better rear shock, and only goes like 3 mph faster then a Go with a ex. If ur goin to go witha go
witha z I dont know never been on. Never owned anything but a ex and I rode some other 4x4.
Originally posted by PowerMaddXC rich are u sayin blasters are slow , just wonderin. Just
ignore him. Originally posted by rebelrider34 ex sucks compared to a ex. What i dont get is why
the hell do ya'll care about the top speed? I race TT and i still hardly ever hit top speed, its all
about how fast you get there. Hell I could gear my bulit to go but it would take 3 minutes to get
to top speed, and probably have to have a rolling start. I think he's talking about the x and in
that case there isn't much differnce. Originally posted by ex13 ne hes talkin abouyt the ex
Originally posted by rebelrider34 i was talking about the x mike, not the ex Well in that case
there identical exepct, the x has a slightly larger cam lift and duration, kick start, and different
graphics. And the rear shock is the same too. All rights reserved. Make Honda. I am selling our
Honda EX quad. I am selling because I have too many toys to take them all out. This quad is
clean and VERY dependable. Selling my Honda ex! Never raced just ridden around farm and in
the timber! Has hmf exhuast, brush guards, and nerf bars! Runs great! One owner, has less than
30 hours of ride time. Has been started monthly for upkeep. Professionally serviced. Like new,
except I have saved you the dealer fees and expenses. Call Eric Low hours and in great
condition, 2nd owner. Stored for last 3 years due to Army enlistment. Starts and runs every
time. Fast, fast, fast runs around 70mph. After market exhaust and shocks, also nerf foot guards
and front bumper. Tires like new. Very low hrs. Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Barely ridden. Maybe 8 hours max. Like new. HMF exhaust. Brand new hand guards included
but have not been put on. Can send additional pictures if interested. The rest of this race-spec
machine is first-rate too, boasting triple disc brakes, long-travel suspension, reverse, aluminum
wheels, and new for , slick new styling that now makes this TRX even harder to beat. Want the
best all-around sport ATV that provides abundant performance for dune-blasting or
trail-taming? With electric start, new-for-'06 reverse, and dependable, 4-stroke air-cooled
performance; it may be all the ATV you'll ever need. Just be ready to humble your friends and
show them the trail from your Honda taillight. Recommended for riders 16 years of age and
older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their owner's
manual thoroughly. All original. Hollywood, FL. Rocky Ford, CO. Baton Rouge, LA. Fairbury, IL.
Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. South Kingstown, RI. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Trxex. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Registration is fast and you can even login with social
network accounts to sync your profiles and content. So it started a few months ago, riding with
some buddies and my ex all of a sudden lost power. Wouldn't fire, wouldn't sputter. Towed it
home, and then it fired right up. It continued this pattern for a week or two, ran perfectly for
varying amounts of time, suddenly died, and would start right back up if I waited 20 mins or so.
Now we get to the next phase I was dinking with it one day, I think I pulled the carb off and
cleaned it out, not really dirty but just to be sure and I was trying different fuel screw
adjustments. At any rate, I didn't notice much change, except obviously running a little poorer
when I had the fuel screw in the wrong place. I took it on a quick ride around the block, and it
was just fine. Ran awesome, had lots of power, etc. Then went around the block again and it
died on me this time right as I revved it. Ever since then I haven't been able to get it to start.
Now when I turn it over, it sputters, fires a touch, but won't start. I replaced the plug, CDI, and
coil, with no change. I do know that it has spark, but I don't know for certain that its big enough.
After replacing these with no change I popped the carb off and tried firing it up spraying some
either right into the intake. Upon doing so, it revved right up, but obviously there was no carb so
it didn't stay running for long. While spraying the ether it seemed to run just like other engines
I've tried spraying ether into no popping or backfiring etc. When it fired right up on the ether, I
figured I must have a carb issue, so I just bought a whole new carb instead of taking the old one
apart for the th time. When I put it in, there was no change whatsoever. Still turns over and
sputters, but won't fire up. I am completely befused, and any input would be graciously
accepted. If you read through all that your a trooper, so thanks very much :. Have you checked
the fuel flow from the tank?? All this could be caused by fuel flow. Make sure your petcock is
clear and flowing and its not dirty or bad gas. We have seen and heard this many times before.

If all of this is right my guess would be a spark issue. Something so simple is tight valves can
cause all sorts of fun when diagnosing running issues. If you haven't checked those valves
lately it wouldn't hurt, it is a normal maintenance item. Verify spark - Typically this Japanese
stuff is pretty good about a healthy spark. Most of the time it works or it doesn't. That's not
saying crazier things don't happen, but generally it's good if it sparks. Passing those early
checks, your description really seems to sway my opinion towards a fuel system issue. I'd have
probably asked you a few more questions on write-up, mainly trying to dig for information about
what way it was running poorly when it was running, but a unit that doesn't start at all is telling
in itself. The air cleaner should be clean, oiled, and well sealed to the box. The airboot between
the carburetor and airbox should be free of cracks and fully installed on the carburetor and
airbox. Your issue probably isn't in these areas but it's always good practice to check. Verify
that your fuel tank cap vents. It needs to be able to flow air into the tank for fuel to leave at the
bottom. This doesn't typically create a permanent no-run condition, but can create a fuel
starvation issue while riding. Grab a ratio rite cup or clear bottle and prepare to drain fuel from
your petcock into it. It's hard to tell the correct fuel flow rate by describing it here, but it should
flow a steady stream expected by the petcock outlet size. If the petcock is not flowing or flowing
all of the time just go ahead and get a new one. Even a full time flowing one can potentially
create big issues. Retain the drained fuel for inspection. If within the next hour or so you notice
layers of different liquids in it or trash in the bottom go ahead and plan on draining your tank.
It's a good time to mention that non-ethanol fuel is what you should run if at all possible all of
the time. Forgive me for suggesting to get back into the carburetor, but at this point it'd be a
good time for it. Inside the carburetor you have a few different fuel circuits to deal with. First
remove the float and its needle. If the needle has any sort of ring visible around its rubber tip
when dry it should be replaced, a fuel leak is not far behind. The passageway that needle goes
in should be free of obstruction between that orifice and the fuel hose inlet. If you've messed
with the float height Bending the tab on the plastic float since the unit has last ran well it'd be
good to check the installed height versus the service manual settings. The pilot circuit will
consist of an air inlet in the air side carburetor throat typically, a pilot jet inside the bowl area,
and a pilot screw externally. Lightly thread the screw in to verify its position from seated and
then remove it, its spring, and the washer and o-ring that go on it. Remove the pilot jet. When
dry a little speck of light should just be visible through the jet. If not, do not clean it with a drill
bit. Spray contact cleaner through the air inlet to verify it reaches the jet orifice, then spray
through the jet orifice looking for fuel to exit the pilot screw orifice and perhaps its hole and
bypass holes in the carburetor throat engine side. If I were a betting man, I'd bet you've already
found your problem by this point. Still if you're this far in make sure that everything else is
spotless and correctly installed. While you're at it pull the intake manifold off the engine and
check its seal and rubber condition. That never hurts. If all of that is good, then you're into the
strange stuff category. A little light through that pilot jet, remember that. Carb spotless and
choke, slide, needle all working normally. It's simple, but make sure the fuel cap is venting
correctly. My oldest had a ex and he cut the fuel cap vent hose off and put a neat looking little
grenade cap on the vent line. But it didn't move enough air and vacuum locked the tank. So it
would run a few minutes, sputter and die. One day I was in the garage working on another bike
and heard the tank slowly sucking air. Replaced the cap vent line with a normal hose and it ran
perfectly. Justice Owens any luck? You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it
will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Honda ATV Forum. Join our
Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft.
Honda EX weird problems ex. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Justice
Owens 0 Posted March 3, Posted March 3, Hey guys, any ideas would be greatly appreciated on
this. Link to post Share on other sites. Frank Angerano Posted March 4, Posted March 4,
Welcome to Quadcrazy!!! RedBaron 2 Posted March 4, I hope this helps. If it doesn't I'll check
back soon to see what you've found. MarkinAR Posted March 5, Posted March 5, JacobSlabach
Posted March 6, Posted March 6, Frank Angerano Posted March 11, Posted March 11, Posted
March 13, Any updates on ur ex?? Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 5. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged
Content. Honda EX hitting the rev limiter. Quad seems to be hitting the rev limiter cutting out at
a certain rpm almost like a consistent bog at a certain rpm, have replaced the cdi and continued
with the same issue even replaced the carb and the same issue continues help. And probably
doing the air box mod too, how much power would this give my ? Just a little different or a big
difference? Why does is backfire??? And idk if this is like a safety feature or something It has
ex front end, r Rear end. All chromed out with new black gloss paint. I also have an extra rear

gear and extra set of off-road mud tires and rims. Brakes need to be adjusted, and there's a few
other touch ups that will place it into show quality. I haven't started it in a while. Ran Great last
run. It will go about mph or more. With the other gear it will go about 60 mph. It rides great on
and off road. It brings trophies and turns heads at shows. Shoot me a message or offer if
interested. May entertain trades. I will entertain any offers. This is your only chance to own a
Street Legal 4 wheeler. Currently titles and registered in KY. Friday evening went riding, rode for
a good hour or so everything was fine. I went to take a short ride to the restroom less than yds
away and all of the sudden everything flickered and then just died out. Accompanying the
problem I noticed the killswitch completely locked up. Once daylight hit took the killswitch apart
to find it had shorted out and melted the plastic inside. Has anyone else had anything similar to
this and if so what did you do to fix the situation? I have a new killswitch on the way to replace
the obvious problem but was wondering could there be a bigger issue at hand. We tested with a
voltage meter to make sure everything was still getting power from the battery and as far as we
could tell it was. I left the carb dry while it was park and the temp had dropped below 0C in this
time. Pulled it out last night to go for a ride and it fired up just like it should but noticed when I
started to head down the road I could hold it to the bar and it didn't seem to accelerate. I have
taken the carb apart and it appears to be clean and nothing stood out on inspection to have dirt
or ice. Is there something I should dig more into? I have checked the plug and it appears to be
sooty with easily rubbed off carbon. I plan to get a new plug today and test. I have opened the
drain plug in the exhaust thinking there could be a mouse in the exhaust or something but no
difference. I do find the engine is tickity compared to my Honda but I am not sure if this is just
me looking for issues or if it has always been this way. If anyone has any insight I would
appreciate it. Yamaha Grizzly home made Mods. How to double the pulling power of your winch.
View full post. I have a riding mower im fixing and selling for my aunt and it has a dead battery.
No registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up. After ten years in existence, it has
proven to be exciting to ride and pretty hassle-free to maintain. If you are thinking of investing
in a new EX or even looking at a used one, we want to tell you which cost effective products out
there can make it even better. TIRES To get an idea on how tires wear and what brands last the
longest on the EX, we called up a rental outfit to see what rubber they run and recommend and
why. Their quads are exposed to some very challenging, rocky terrain and the Innovas hold up
better than anything else they have used in the ten years. They use the original equipment for a
replacement. They are six-ply tough yet light in weight. Special angled shoulder knob design
provides increased side bite for faster, more controllable cornering. The Motoworks exhaust
looks good, weighs less and gives more torque and horsepower from top to bottom on the
powerband. A spark arrester is also included if needed. The Velocity filter kit includes the
flange, high-flow filter and pre-filter cover for protection. This kit will allow more airflow to the
engine for increased power. It also filters the air so your quad breathes better for longer engine
life. The unit bolts to the stock engine cases and works with the stock head and cam or a ported
head and race cam. Different compression ratios of , , or are also available. However, the one
thing they do have in common is that a good majority of their customers are EX owners. The
aluminum bars will also reduce some of the impact from jumps and other obstacles. It includes
a clutch lever, perch and billet block-off plate. The biggest benefit is that it reduces clutch pull
by 30 percent to reduce rider fatigue and saves about 12 pounds by eliminating one brake cable
and the parking brake assembly. The most popular product they sell is the Pro Peg nerfbar
assembly. All products are available in the standard brushed aluminum finish or powdercoated
gloss or flat black. Rath Racing products are percent made in the USA! Necessary cookies are
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